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iDOGI  
Lighting projects (selection) 
 
 
 
All of iDOGI's products are unique and customisable: the company's creative team and technical 
department work closely with international architects and interior designers to develop and create 
unique items and collections, all based on the client's wishes and project requirements. 
 
 

 
MERIDIES – chandelier 
 
Chandelier in blown glass and clear crystal, inspired by the planet Earth and its meridians. 
The composition consists of ornamental features typical of the Venetian artistic tradition such as 
cups with Rigadin work, bossettes, leaves, and pastoral curled parts. 
Meridies, in a monumental dual-globe version, hangs in the main hall of the former Old War Office, 
London, where Winston Churchill coordinated operations during the Second World War. Today, it 
is the luxury hotel - Raffles London. 
 
Dimensions: Ø 300 x h 380 cm 
Lights: 72 
Arms: 72  
 

 
NUAGE – chandelier 
 
Chandelier made of blown glass and clear crystal that reminds one of the lightness of clouds. 
Characterised by virtuosities of form in central scrolled arms, it has cups with Rigadin, bossette 
and pastoral work; the light points are enhanced by spherical features that serve to diffuse the 
light softly and evenly. 
The composition can be developed horizontally or vertically. 
 
Dimensions: 360 x h 195 x 110 cm 
Lights: 36 
Arms: 36 
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PRIMAVERA – chandelier 
 
The iconic iDOGI chandelier is a celebration of nature with all its wondrous colours expressed in 
the explosion of spring. Made of multicoloured blown glass, it adds gold and silver leaf to the 
palette of colours. 
It has numerous decorations, such as bossettes, leaves, flowers, cups, varigole spirals, and also 11 
'gardens' (compositions of several natural features). 
 
Dimensions: Ø 290 x h 400 cm 
Lights: 64  
Arms: 64 
 

 
SEVEN - luminous table 
 
This creation is inspired by the image of water spouts. The majestic table in transparent blown 
glass and crystal is composed of 100 legs entirely worked with bossettes: light radiates from all 
around the perimeter, creating infinite plays of gleams and reflections. 
 
Dimensions: 550 x 140 x h 78 cm 
 

 
VERSAILLES – luminous balustrade 
 
The luminous balustrade is an invention of iDOGI: created in 2018, it has become an iconic design 
for which the company is known worldwide. iDOGI has registered the model as an exclusive 
creation.  
It is made up of a sequence of columns, made of transparent crystal with intricate workmanship, 
terminating in an imposing staircase-head: the lighting encased within all of the components gives 
a magical evocative effect.  
 
Dimensions: column Ø 12.5 x h 98 cm / staircase head Ø 26 x h 170 cm 
 
 
 
 


